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Our New video Series:

Conversation withConversation with
ConservationistsConservationists

As part of the SAFE Worldwide 'Conversation with Conservationists'
series, we are pleased to present our interview with Rosamira Guillen, the

Executive Director of the Fundacion Proyecto Titi, a sanctuary and
organization working to protect and save the remaining cotton-top

tamarins in Northwestern Columbia.

The cotton-top tamarin is a small monkey, recognized by the long, white
sagittal crest extending from its forehead to its shoulders. The species is
found in tropical forests in northwestern Colombia. Their greatest threats

are habitat loss and human poaching for the exotic pet trade industry.
They are critically endangered with less than 6,000 left in the wild.
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Watch Now

Documentary just released:

Mountain Gorillas Mountain Gorillas ofof
the Virungasthe Virungas

Our new wildlife mini-documentary
shares facts about the critically

endangered mountain gorillas of the
Virunga Mountains and honors the
men and women who risk their lives

protecting these gentle giants.

Shot in Rwanda and Uganda, you get
up close and personal with these
beautiful beings and learn how

precarious their survival is.

Released June 2021.

Watch Now

Support Us Via
Amazon SmileAmazon Smile

It's the same as shopping on
Amazon, but 0.5% of your0.5% of your
orders are donatedorders are donated to a charity
of your choice, without any
extra charge to you.

Setup is quick and easy.

Set up AmazonSmile - it just takes a
minute!
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